Our civil rights laws don’t go away in the midst of a pandemic.

ARI NE’EMAN ON NPR ABOUT HOW POLICIES TO RATION CARE FOR COVID-19 COME AT THE EXPENSE OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

The concept of caste and caste discrimination is not something to which most Americans are attuned, and therefore even discrimination might be hidden to our eyes.

LAURENCE SIMON IN INSIDE HIGHER ED ON BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY ADDING CASTE TO ITS NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY

We see really vast inequities between black and white children, as well as between white and Hispanic children.

DOLORES ACEVEDO-GARCIA ON NPR, DISCUSSING THE CHILD OPPORTUNITY INDEX 2.0, WHICH REVEALS SHARP RACIAL DIVIDES IN CHILDREN’S ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITIES

It’s totally laid bare how vulnerable they are.

DAVID WEIL IN REUTERS ON GIG WORKERS AND THEIR LACK OF SOCIAL SAFETY NET PROTECTIONS DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS
KRISTIN PERRY, MA COEX’20, INTERVIEWS A YAZIDI RELIGIOUS DEPUTY FROM THE PERSECUTED RELIGIOUS MINORITY GROUP DURING HER PRACTICUM. SHE WORKED IN IRAQI KURDISTAN FOR THE MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH INSTITUTE (MERI), IRAQ’S LEADING THINK TANK FOCUSED ON ADDRESSING POLICY ISSUES IN THE MIDDLE EAST.
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Welcome to this very special edition of Heller Magazine, released at the culmination of the Heller School for Social Policy and Management’s 60th anniversary year.

As you look at the context of the magazine, we hope you enjoy reading the recollections of favorite professors, looking at photos of Heller then and now, and learning from Dean Welt’s reflections on consistent themes throughout Heller’s history. You will also learn about the interesting work of members of the Heller community, including promoting youth development through skateboarding in Afghanistan, leading excursions up Mount Everest and supporting critical sustainable development projects in the region, and writing up drug-checking centers in Massachusetts.

As the co-chairs of the Heller 60th Anniversary steering committee, we’ve had the great privilege to roll up our sleeves and dive back into Heller with the objective that comes with distance and time. Like it was for many of you, the unique confluence of Heller’s emphasis on social justice and applied policy research brought both of us through the school’s doors originally. And our homecoming is rooted in deep appreciation for the ways that our Heller education has been foundational to our career achievements.

Now, more than ever, the world needs Heller. As the sense of urgency in addressing societal problems quickens, Heller’s emphasis on social justice and the practice of social justice. If not us, then who? If not now, then when?

Sincerely,

Thomas P Glynn III, msw ’72, phd ’77
Co-Chair, Heller 60th Anniversary Steering Committee
CEO, Harvard Allston Land Company
Adjunct Lecturer, Harvard University Graduate School of Design, Harvard Kennedy School

Sue Windham-Bannister
Phd ’77, msw ’99
Co-Chair, Heller 60th Anniversary Steering Committee
President and CEO, Biomedical Growth Strategies

COEX STUDENT SOROUSH KAZEMI’S WORK FEATURED IN OSCAR–WINNING DOCUMENTARY

by Karen Shih

In February, the 2020 Academy Awards honored “Learning to Skateboard in a War Zone (If You’re a Girl),” with the Oscar for Best Documentary Short Subject. The film features the work of Soroush Kazemi, MA CoEx ’19. Kazemi led the nonprofit Skateistan-Kabul as general manager for nearly four years, working with 700 children — mostly girls — to give them new educational opportunities through sports.

“All children deserve to receive education, regardless of their ethnicity, religion or language,” says Kazemi. “As Skateistan, skateboarding is the hook. Once the children come to skateboard, we enroll them in education programs and classes, leadership activities and other sports.”

Skateistan, founded in 2009, works to improve the lives of 3 million Afghan children who aren’t in school but are often working on the streets polishing shoes, washing cars, and selling tea and snacks for just $1 per day. In addition to sports programs, it offers a one-year intensive back-to-school program that catches students up, then enrolls them back in public schools and tracks their progress. Skateistan’s programs are completely free, including shuttle buses and meals.

It wasn’t easy to get students, his colleagues or even the government on board with making the documentary, but Kazemi worked behind the scenes to help the film crew make it all happen. He was thrilled to hear that the documentary won the Oscar, which he hopes will not just raise the profile of the organization but his country as a whole.

“I told our colleagues, ‘It is the very right time to send a very different message to the world,’” he says. “This is a message of hope and peace and love. That Afghanistan and Kabul are not just about explosions, suicide attacks, where females and women are second-class citizens. It is a country where people are trying very hard for change.”

Kazemi has experienced firsthand the upheaval in his country. When he was in primary school in northern Afghanistan, the Taliban forced his family to flee the country. But as a refugee in Iran, he wasn’t able to go to school. He turned to selling pens on the street to pay for private night classes. When the family returned home after the fall of the Taliban, he was determined to shine a light on societal ills, and created a small monthly newspaper with his friends.

“We questioned social challenges, like why people don’t have equal access to education; why there was child and forced marriage; and environmental problems like air pollution and solid waste management,” he says. That led him into his first job with the Civil Society and Human Rights Network, and a decade-long career working for human rights.

Choosing to study conflict resolution and coexistence at Heller seemed like a natural next step. His wife, Alia Sharifi, MA 10D ’16, had studied at Heller, and he wanted to gain the skills and knowledge to take his work with Skateistan to the next level.

“I love the diversity at the Heller School,” Kazemi says. “I’ve learned a lot from my classmates and the experiences they’ve shared, which will enrich and enhance my knowledge for when I go back to the field and start stronger than before.”
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Professor Emerita Donates Retirement Fund to Support Heller Students

Mari Fitzduff, professor emerita of the Master of Arts in Conflict Resolution and Coexistence (CoxE) program, has generously donated her Brandeis University retirement fund to create a 10-year fellowship program. Named “The Fitzduff 10-Year Fellowship Program,” it is well situated in a school of social policy, like Heller, where students often go on to careers that help ensure more inclusive and peaceful societies.

Mari Fitzduff, professor emerita of the Master of Arts in Conflict Resolution and Coexistence (CoxE) program, has generously donated her Brandeis University retirement fund to create a 10-year fellowship program. Named “The Fitzduff 10-Year Fellowship Program,” it is well situated in a school of social policy, like Heller, where students often go on to careers that help ensure more inclusive and peaceful societies.

Additionally, as the founding director of the CoxE program, Fitzduff is proud of the program and the work that her many students are doing around the world today as alumni. “But it is very hard for many of our students to find funding for the work. Many of them come from situations where they and their families and friends are struggling to get by — in the midst of sometimes terrible wars. If by funding a tuition scholarship we can help one more person come to our program, then we are very happy to do this.”

Fitzduff herself is familiar with this struggle, as she began her career in her home of Northern Ireland during the 1990s, where she was deeply involved in facilitating peace. She notes that “a very important part of this work was the building up of trusted institutions, even in the middle of the war, that could address issues of inequality, housing, public services, etc., and thereby make political agreements more possible.”

To that end, Fitzduff has always felt that the CoxE program is well situated in a school of social policy, like Heller, where students often go on to careers that help ensure more inclusive and peaceful societies.

To that end, Fitzduff has always felt that the CoxE program is well situated in a school of social policy, like Heller, where students often go on to careers that help ensure more inclusive and peaceful societies.

**COMMEMORATING FORD HALL 2015**

By KAREN SHIH

“What happens when we forget?”

That was the question posed by Ph.D candidate Rev. Jarvis Williams to the Heller community in January. “Not remembering can be dangerous,” he said.

That’s why Heller’s Office of Equity, Inclusion and Diversity (EID) organized a two-part event from January 21 to 22 called “Ford Hall: Closing the Disparity Gap,” to commemorate the fifth anniversary of the Ford Hall 2015 protest. During that time, students led a 13-day sit-in to advocate for racial justice and a more inclusive, equitable and diverse student experience, inspired by the 1969 campus protests that led to the creation of the Department of African and African American Studies (AAS).

EID Associate Dean Maria Madison — whose position was created in the wake of Ford Hall 2015 — and her team brought together alumni who had participated in the protests to share their experiences with a new generation of students.

Kicking off the evening event, Madison said, “The dynamism they showed through their leadership and tenacity demonstrates our motto: knowledge advancing social justice.”

The panel featured Alex Montgomery, MPP’19; Callie Watkins Lai, PhD’16; Shayna Jones, MPP’18; Chari Galloway ’12; and Koren Jones ’11. The event started with an audio clip of Martin Luther King Jr.’s 1967 lecture at Brandeis and a viewing of Koren Jones’ video about Ford Hall, created for the AAS 50th anniversary.

As a public policy student at Heller, I thought to myself, why can’t I question Brandeis policy? said Montgomery, who recounted their own experiences with racism on campus. Williams closed out the events with a powerful speech about the importance of remembrance.

“It matters that we take time, like now, to collectively remember Ford Hall,” he said. “We can’t fail to remember the people who led the way.”

Please visit heller.brandeis.edu/diversity/learning/ford-hall.html for more information about Ford Hall, including ongoing EID efforts at Heller.

**PROFESSOR EMERITA DONATES RETIREMENT FUND TO SUPPORT HELLER STUDENTS**

Mari Fitzduff, professor emerita of the Master of Arts in Conflict Resolution and Coexistence (CoxE) program, has generously donated her Brandeis University retirement fund to create a 10-year fellowship program. Named “The Fitzduff 10-Year Fellowship Program,” it is well situated in a school of social policy, like Heller, where students often go on to careers that help ensure more inclusive and peaceful societies.

In her retirement, she is continuing her practice and working on an upcoming book focused on behavioral peacebuilding for civilian and military personnel working in conflict areas.

Why set up a fellowship fund? She says, “Both my husband and I have concerns about inherited wealth — both the taking and the giving of it. How can you work in Heller and not have them? We have two sons and a daughter-in-law who are all professionals and lack none of the necessities of life, nor do their children. We live relatively simply, and so have ended up with more funds than we thought we needed for the next stage of our lives.”

Additionally, as the founding director of the CoxE program, Fitzduff is proud of the program and the work that her many students are doing around the world today as alumni. “But it is very hard for many of our students to find funding for the work. Many of them come from situations where they and their families and friends are struggling to get by — in the midst of sometimes terrible wars. If by funding a tuition scholarship we can help one more person come to our program, then we are very happy to do this.”

Fitzduff herself is familiar with this struggle, as she began her career in her home of Northern Ireland during the 1990s, where she was deeply involved in facilitating peace. She notes that “a very important part of this work was the building up of trusted institutions, even in the middle of the war, that could address issues of inequality, housing, public services, etc., and thereby make political agreements more possible.”

To that end, Fitzduff has always felt that the CoxE program is well situated in a school of social policy, like Heller, where students often go on to careers that help ensure more inclusive and peaceful societies.

In her retirement, she is continuing her practice and working on an upcoming book focused on behavioral peacebuilding for civilian and military personnel working in conflict areas.
INSPIRATION

PEAK

IN THE WORLD OF ELITE MOUNTAINEERING, Daniel Mazur, PhD’00, is a celebrated alpinist and trip leader. A veteran climber, he’s summited virtually all of the world’s tallest peaks and has led 12 expeditions to Mount Everest. In addition to these accomplishments, he’s known for having rescued several fellow climbers on Everest, including a high-profile incident in 2016 that landed him in newspapers across the country.

Over the decades, he’s become deeply involved as a philanthropist in the Everest region, supporting critical sustainable development projects alongside indigenous people in the area. His top philanthropic goal today is to construct a solar-powered biogas facility to treat the thousands of pounds of human waste left on Everest each year.

“I got into the social aspect of my work,” he says. “I wanted to take the concept of giving back that I learned at Heller, and bring a certain amount of study to it, to identify needs and look at policy. I started to spot areas where maybe I could do something helpful, collaborating with local people to work toward common goals. I do a lot of that now. And that’s all because of Heller.”

SOCIAl WORK BEGINNINGS

Growing up in the flatlands of suburban Illinois, Mazur’s earliest exposure to mountains and wilderness was through his grandfather’s stories. “My grandfather was my hero,” says Mazur. “He homesteaded in Montana in the 1920s, and he was a Boy Scout for 50 years. I always just thought he was the greatest guy.”

Though Mazur’s grandfather passed away when Mazur was just 10, these stories of homesteading in the shadow of the Rockies inspired him to attend the University of Montana, where he began climbing mountains and glaciers.

He also earned a bachelor’s degree in social work, citing his upbringing as inspiration. “My parents were both librarians and were active in their community, so I learned about the importance of public service and education from a young age,” says Mazur. The world of social work intrigued him enough that he quickly sought a graduate degree in the field.

“I was interested in what causes social issues, what contributes to them. So I started looking at graduate schools, and Heller popped out as a really cool option,” he says. “I was really impressed with the people, the teachers and students I met at Heller.”

As a doctoral student in the 1990s, Mazur pursued questions around affordable housing for the elderly. He was interested in the importance of extended family and in policies that could foster affordable housing in the U.S. for grandparents as they age. His classmate Howie Baker remembers him as a “thoughtful and non-judgmental person, always very positive about our work.”

But earning a PhD is not a quick endeavor — and the mountains were calling. “Summers I would go away and climb mountains, first in Alaska with friends, and then just bigger and bigger mountains every year, until eventually I ended up climbing Everest,” Mazur says.

Partway through his doctoral degree, he took several years off to seriously explore his options as a professional mountaineer. He moved to England and split his time between university classes and climbing. Eventually, he had a “lightbulb moment” in a class in England. “I discovered how the British manage affordable housing for older people, and I decided I wanted to weave their idea together with U.S. housing policy. That idea really intrigued me — enough that I had to get back to Boston right away.” He rushed back to Heller and completed his dissertation within three years.

PROFESSIONAL SUMMIT GUIDE

After earning his doctorate in 2000, Mazur turned to professional climbing as his full-time job. “I saw that I could take other people up there and share my love of it. I got into leading these expeditions and earning my living at that, paying all my bills,” he says. For the last 16 years, he’s been an expedition leader for Summit Climb, guiding teams to scale mountains like Everest and even more. He describes his work as his passion, but he’s quick to add that “the responsibility is huge, and it’s stressful. It’s great to be with people who are on vacation, but it’s a risky and dangerous thing. I don’t want to discount that or take it for granted.”

Mazur’s climbing adventures have been chronicled by many news outlets, from National Geographic and The New York Times, to NPR and NBC. He’s lived through avalanches and earthquakes, injury and frostbite. He’s known many climbers who have died, and he’s had a few close calls himself. The first time he ever climbed Everest was on an unplanned trip with...
CONVENT AFTER THE 2015 EARTHQUAKE

They were like, ‘What are you doing? The people in our village, 28,000 rescue of 2006

The most famous of Mazur’s adventures is the 2006 rescue of Australian climber Lincoln Hall, whom Mazur discovered at 28,000 feet after Hall had been left for dead the night before by his own party. Mazur and his team radiod for help and sacrificed their own chance to summit Everest, sharing their oxygen and supplies with the disoriented Hall and eventually getting him back to base camp for medical care.

When asked about the climbers Mazur has rescued over the years, he expresses characteristic humility. “If I see someone that needs help, I was always someone that couldn’t walk away. But everybody’s different. We’ve all been in a car driving down a highway and seen a car in a really bad accident. Sometimes you stop and sometimes you don’t. Sometimes traffic is bad, or you see an ambulance already there; it looks like it’s covered. It’s hard to know if you can actually help. It’s tricky.”

In fact, despite having led 12 expeditions to Everest — many of them successful — he’s only summited once himself. “Every time I go up there, I keep getting involved in looking after our own team members and members of other teams, rescuing people, and helping people who are not feeling well to get back down,” he says. “I keep saying I will go to the summit, but I keep saying I will go to the summit, and then I get sidetracked helping people.”

Fostering Development in the Everest Region

There are two throughlines in Mazur’s career: summiting the world’s tallest mountains and helping the people he encounters along the way. In addition to rescuing fallen climbers, he’s deeply involved in supporting long-term sustainable development projects in the Everest region.

Mazur notes that his initial efforts at philanthropy weren’t his most successful. He recalls donating computers to a government office that issues climbing permits whose equipment was sorely outdated. He succeeded in procuring and installing some used laptops, and then promptly received a sharp rebuke from his partners are fundraising to secure resources to implement their design.

For these and other philanthropic projects in the region, Mazur partnered with Kathmandu University, Seattle University and Engineers Without Borders to develop a design, secure government permits and conduct site visits. At the moment, he and his partners are fundraising to secure resources to implement their design.

Mazur and that same group of Sherpas founded the Mount Everest Foundation for Sustainable Development (MEFSFD), a registered nonprofit in Nepal. “They do tons of different projects. They have the knowledge on the ground, local skills, knowledge of the local government. They can get stuff done,” he says. Mazur brings ideas to the table as well as his capacity as a fundraiser: He regularly gives slide shows and talks around the U.S. and U.K. to raise awareness and funds for MEFSFD projects.

He also raises awareness through his day job as an expedition leader, making sure that tourists and climbers are aware of the health care and education needs of the local mountain communities, and providing an opportunity for them to give back. Of his clients, he says, “When you see a problem, I think it can be really hard to know what to do. And as a tourist, you’re only visiting for a short time, or the problems may not be obvious to you, or you’re on vacation and that’s just not why you’re here.”

“But I think all of us have the ability to help others, inside ourselves. And all of us have the ability not to help others.”

“Like [Sir Edmund] Hillary, Dan Mazur has been able to marshal an impressive array of resources, through a combination of tireless off-season speaking engagements and a variety of service trips,” says Seth Sicroff, project director of the Sir Edmund Hillary Mountain Legacy Medal.

Although I continue to climb professionally, the facets of what I learned at Heller have always stayed with me,” Mazur says. “I’ve become more and more focused on giving back to indigenous mountain peoples living on the slopes of the peaks we climb, where local families can benefit from health care and education, cultural and environmental preservation.”

“In my capacity as a fundraiser: He regularly gives slide shows and talks around the U.S. and U.K. to raise awareness and funds for MEFSFD projects.

TO FOSTER AN ENDURING LEGACY, DAN MAZUR IS PARTNERED WITH THE SHERPA PROJECT, AN ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE EVEREST REGION. THE SHERPA PROJECT MAZUR AND PARTNERS HAVE IMPLEMENTED MANY PROJECTS IN THE REGION, INCLUDING DEVELOPING SCHOOLS AND CLINICS IN RURAL AREAS, PROVIDING FREE SHERPA CLIMBING PROGRAMS AND REMOVING CULTURAL SITES SUCH AS THE DEBOCHE CONVENT, A HISTORIC AND CULTURALLY SIGNIFICANT BUILDING THAT WAS SEVERELY DAMAGED BY AN EARTHQUAKE IN 2015.

Today, Mazur’s priority is the Mount Everest Biogas Project, a much-needed treatment plant to manage the massive problem of human waste deposited on the mountain every year. He’s partnered with Kathmandu University, Seattle University and Engineers Without Borders to develop a design, secure government permits and conduct site visits. At the moment, he and
Reflections on Heller’s 60th Birthday

In 2016, I was serving as President Obama’s administrator for the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division when I was approached by a search firm seeking a new dean for the Heller School. At that moment, I had not given a lot of thought about whether to return to my prior academic appointment or seek new opportunities at the end of the administration, but in all candor, being a dean was not on my radar screen. A cornerstone of my own career aspirations was (and continues to be) blending rigorous analytic research with applied social policy problems of consequence—in particular, I focus on problems that matter to working people. It is this blend of research and practice that motivated my academic work before I joined the Obama administration and guided me in my government post.

However, the more I learned about the unique academic programs and research activity of the Heller School, the more interested I became. In one small footprint, the school brings together a distinguished Ph.D. program, six master’s programs, and a large number of research institutes and centers. Intrigued, I threw my academic cap in the ring. In the course of multiple discussions with members of the community, I saw that Heller’s motto of “knowledge advancing social justice” was more than words. The school’s commitment to mission is reflected in the perspectives and activities of the faculty, students, researchers, alumni and staff. For that reason, I was both delighted and honored to be selected as the Heller School’s sixth dean in 2017.

This orientation, and the intellectual and social justice energy that underlies it, goes back to the school’s inception. It is what motivated Brandeis President Abe Sachar and Florence Heller, the philanthropist who endowed the school. It is what drew the school’s first dean, Charles Schottland, and every dean to follow. And, most importantly, it is what brings together the community of scholars, students and staff who have made good on Heller’s mission and legacy every day for the last 60 years.

But that legacy is neither stagnant nor simple. At 60 years, the Heller School faces major challenges:

• Sustaining a complex mix of Ph.D. and master’s programs while also supporting a large number of research institutes and centers.
• Undertaking rigorous academic research, defining a major research university and striving to apply those insights to the most pressing social policy problems of the day.
• Bringing the appropriate mix of academic disciplines together under one roof to focus on those problems in meaningful ways.
• Recruiting a diverse student, staff and faculty community that is reflective of our social justice mission, and providing them with academic programs that tap students’ experience and fulfill their demands for relevance.
• Funding all of the above in a world where tuition revenue, research funding and donor support can move in sudden and unexpected directions.

In 1954, Abe Sachar and Florence Heller wrestled with similar questions in their correspondence about founding a school of “social welfare.” These same challenges underlie the five tasks that Dean Schottland shared with President Sachar after his first several months in office, and they have been center stage to the five deans who followed him—Arnold Garas, Stuart Altman, Jack Shonkoff, Lisa Lynch and me. And they remain central to Heller’s next chapter.

These recurring challenges emanate from the lofty expectations that the school has for itself, epitomized in its motto. Although the methods by which the faculty, researchers and staff undertake that mission have changed to reflect the distinctive problems of the past six decades, the desire to impact deeply persisted social policy dilemmas has not. It is this desire to effect systematic social change that has attracted like-minded people to our doors for decades—and they show no signs of stopping.

President Sachar described Heller’s role in the world succinctly: “Our country needed a school, geared not just for pedestrian social services, for the routine job of case work, but for the training of top leadership, for state’smanship, for imaginative social planning in a period where welfare programs affect the destinies of millions.” Ever since, Heller has grappled with balancing its role in training students to undertake social policy work with its role as a research institution that informs social policy. This has led the school to expand beyond its original goal of training Ph.D students to lead schools of social work to one with a world-renowned Ph.D program in social policy and six master’s degree programs. Heller’s research endeavors have also grown, from specializing in three social policy areas at its founding, to today’s full complement of its research institutes and centers as well as many ongoing collaborations with research enterprises across Brandeis and universities around the world.

Florence Heller launched the school with a generous endowment, yet it quickly became clear to Dean Schottland that the combination of endowment earnings and Ph.D students’ tuition revenue would not financially sustain the school. So, like deans, faculty members and researchers to follow, Schottland quickly went out to secure government and foundation grants and contracts to support the school’s mission. Ever since, sustaining Heller’s mission has required securing externally funded research, particularly from the federal government. That necessity has created a distinctive entrepreneurial culture at Heller, linked to timely social problems people care about, but also vulnerable to political and economic cycles and risks borne by the school’s individual researchers.

Although founded with a focus on U.S. domestic social policy, from its earliest days, Heller also embraced an international focus for its work. Ph.D students were originally required to show mastery of two foreign languages and would be “expected to have knowledge of [their] Specialty in at least one country outside of the United States.” If so trained students who would assume leadership positions around the world. Today, Heller typically welcomes one-third of its students from over 60 countries. Though every program welcomes international students, many of them are drawn to the school’s new master’s degree programs, which train students to face pressing problems in global health policy, conflict resolution and sustainable development.

Many of the social policy questions Heller researchers grapple with are rooted in disparities in treatment and outcomes—including inequities by race, gender, ethnicity, immigrant status, ability and other social identities. It is no accident that Heller students were deeply engaged in advocating for social justice on Brandeis’ campus in the events of Ford Hall 1969 and Ford Hall 2017. Since its inception, Heller’s lofty ideals for social justice and equity were championed by giants of history—Eleanor Roosevelt was a founding member of the Board of Overseers, and the first graduating Ph.D class shared the podium with honorary degree recipient Thurgood Marshall—but as an institution, Heller still grapples with the immense responsibility to “walk the talk” in managing its own diversity and inclusiveness.

There is perhaps no more common debate at Heller than the struggle to define “social justice.” Throughout the school’s history, these productive but difficult conversations have led to intellectual tensions: how to balance the demands of rigorous research and analysis with a normative aim of improving social outcomes. How to train students in dispassionate analysis while recognizing their desire to change the world. Today, there is still no simple consensus on how to strike that balance and weigh social good. But there is unanimity that the pursuit of truth in these questions remains central to what the school strives to do.

As we all live through this coronavirus pandemic and the associated economic crisis, the world of higher education faces new challenges. At Heller, we have gone to great lengths to respond creatively and compassionately as an institution of higher learning and a community of scholars in our teaching, research and engagement work. In historic moments like these, society expects the academy to provide insights and leadership in the crises it trains and the knowledge it produces. The present crisis demands that Heller answers that call in all that we do.

The next chapter of the Heller School will be shaped by these global challenges and by the people who are drawn to our powerful mission. These leaders, scholars and practitioners will no doubt forge new responses to enduring issues, like social and economic disparities, as well as emerging ones we have yet to fully articulate. May Heller’s path forward continue to speak to its founders’ desire to make the world a more just, peaceful and humane place for all.
The Best Lessons I Learned at Heller

Over the last 60 years, our dedicated faculty members have worked with thousands of students, serving not only as teachers in the classroom, but as mentors, research advisers and even friends. We asked alumni to share the best lessons they learned from their favorite professors at Heller — and we were thrilled with the wide range of responses received. From Heller’s first dean, Charles Schottland, to some of our current faculty members, like Social Impact MBA Program Director Carole Carlson, here are stories of some of Heller’s most beloved professors.

GUNNAR DYBWAD FORMER PROFESSOR

My adviser was Gunnar Dybwad. He was just such a wonderful human being. He was warm, accepting, a good listener, and stood up for things that were right. His whole emphasis was on disabilities, and he got me interested in that field where previously I hadn’t been particularly engaged. In my practice, when I was a social worker and administrator, I worked for 10 years for an organization that worked with children with disabilities. I was glad to have his perspective. He was just a wonderful kind of rock to relate to.

ANITA HILL UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

The chance to study with University Professor Anita Hill is the main reason I was drawn to Heller, and has far exceeded my expectations. Professor Hill not only champions social change but embodies a professorship that fosters and encourages that power necessary to influence policy discourse and help shape history. I continue to learn from her great wisdom and intellect, which she imparts with a grace and sense of humor integral to keep moving forward in what can be emotionally taxing and difficult work. I feel incredibly fortunate for her guidance, support, and the way in which she pushes and challenges my research to levels I feel I otherwise never would have reached.

CAROLE CARLSON SENIOR LECTURER AND DIRECTOR OF THE SOCIAL IMPACT MBA PROGRAM

Professor Carlson was the exact educator I was looking for in graduate school. Adapt at her craft, proven in her field, Professor Carlson embodied success and strength. Her gravitas and openness made her human, while her hard-hitting questions and quandaries always left students wondering, “Have I really thought this through completely?” My biggest takeaway from our time together was that “there is something to be learned in every success, but even more in every failure.” Luckily, I’ve been blessed with more successes than failures, but I always take my time to evaluate the situations in their entirety.

JON CHILINGERIAN PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF THE EXECUTIVE MBA FOR PHYSICIANS PROGRAM

My favorite was Jon Chilingerian, who taught leadership and organizational behavior. His course opened my mind to how one can build trust and inspire people’s confidence. To this day, I apply lessons from that class in my work as a management consultant for the state of Minnesota, helping stakeholder groups feel respected and designing processes to ensure their voices are heard in policies and programs that affect them. Also, he had a class rule — anyone whose cellphone went off during class had to buy us all champagne. Somebody’s cellphone only went off once during the semester — and it was his. So, yeah, he brought champagne for us on the last day of class!

Ricardo Godoy Professor of International Development

When I think of the Heller School and my experience, I think of Professor Godoy. His curiosity of the world and genuine interest in his students are the two biggest lessons I learned from him. He responded to an email I sent him when I was still a prospective student. Upon my arrival in Heller, he gave me a job opportunity to be an RA for one of his research projects, even when I had zero research experience. Even though econometrics was not my field, he guided me and always cared about me and my trajectory. He always had a word of encouragement and praise, even over a decade after I graduated.

Brenda Anderson Senior Lecturer

Before I even came to Heller, I heard about Brenda Anderson. When I met with then MBA Program Director Barry Friedman, I expressed concern that I might struggle a bit with accounting, as I hadn’t done much quantitative work in undergrad. “Well,” he said in his Barry way, “our accounting professor won a lot of teaching awards…” Once I got to financial accounting with Brenda, it was pretty clear why. I’m grateful to her not only for her warmth and positive energy, but for restoring my faith that accounting was not some mysterious gibberish, but just another language that I was perfectly capable of learning and mastering.

James Schulz Professor Emeritus

James H. Schulz is an exceptional human being, someone universally admired and respected. The source of this admiration and respect is his complete integrity, his internationally recognized research and scholarship in the field of gerontology (especially in the economics of aging), and his tremendous investments in mentoring his students. He was a dissertation supervisor extraordinary who, while...
having very high expectations of his students, was also completely supportive of me in terms of my working through the doctoral program on time. He was both supportive and critical. While I had some difficulties in the first semester, with his support I recovered relatively quickly and was able to get back on track and graduated in less than three years. The advice that he often gave us was more encouraging than didactic. He also encouraged us to “inhabit” into the system — government and corporate — and indicated that even small bureaucrats in the system could make a substantial difference in people’s lives.

I particularly remember graduation. My parents were both working-class, and looking forward to Social Security. It was with trepidation that I introduced them to Charlie, who had been Social Security administrator and on Eisenhower’s staff during World War II. Charlie was gracious, speaking to my father — a veteran — as an equal, both having had to work with refugees after World War II. His acknowledgment of my father’s service as a fellow soldier impressed me. I don’t think that was a side that many people saw — his ability to relate to people at their level. Graduation became an occasion not only for celebrating my achievement but also for the affirmation of my father.

He chaired my doctoral committee and held me to a high standard, for which I am very grateful. He helped me through many frustrating moments with more wise comments, such as, “Don’t worry. Teresa. Remember, it’s always darkest before it turns completely black.” A grin always accompanied those “Normanisms.” I cherish them.
60 Heller Alumni Around the World

Heller’s 4,500 alumni are scattered across the globe, creating social change on virtually every continent. From working for the United Nations on youth development in Jordan to starting a manufacturing company in an economically depressed Massachusetts town, serving in a leadership role with the Rwandan ministry of health to teaching the next generation of public policy professionals in New York City, our alumni are making an impact everywhere they go.

NORTH AMERICA

Canada: Toronto
Jared Gottlieb, MA ‘07
CEO, Oikos
Canada: Vancouver
Talir過去, MS/MPA ‘17
Director, Search & Evaluation, Vancouver Foundation
El Salvador
Rodrigo Moran, MPA ‘16
Technology for Development Manager, JA Europe
Massachusetts: Boston
Brenna Nan Schneider, MA ‘11
Senior Administrative Fellow for Civics, Harvard Project for Public Integrity
Massachusetts: Willowbrook
Rebecca Sliwoski, MA ‘01
Senior Manager of Partnerships, MAID/The Action Institute
Georgia: Atlanta
Search, MA ‘04
Research Associate, Georgia Department of Community Health
New Jersey: New Brunswick
Assemgul Kaliyev, MS ‘09
Project Manager, ADB/ITF
New York: New York
Ahmet Can Celikci, MPA ‘14
Corporate Communications and CSR Director, Beiersdorf
South Carolina: Charleston
Rodolfo Moran, MPA ‘15
Project Manager, World Bank Group
Florida: Miami
Emilio Guzman, MA ‘07
Director of Strategy and Partnerships, K2010 Foundation
Massachusetts: Boston
Mary Grant, PhD ‘07
Senior Executive Fellow for Civic and Social Justice, Boston College
California: San Francisco
Marwa Farah, PhD ‘11
Research Analyst, UNFPA
Peru: Lima
Pushpita Samina, MS ‘12
Climate Change Research Specialist, UNFPA
Puerto Rico: San Juan
Jarnail Singh, MA ‘13
Health Organization Director, International Development, Asia

EUROPE

Belgium: Brussels
Manuela Bontinck, MA ‘18
Consultant, European Commission
Germany: Hamburg
Julia Hauck, MA ‘13
Innovation Manager, Hamburg Digital平行
Germany: Munich
Nicole Bagner, MA ‘17
Assistant Professor for Developmental Biology, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology
London, UK
Markus Kauser, MA ‘17
Senior Health Officer, UNHCR
Malawi: Lilongwe
Kabwata, MA ‘17
Consultant, UNFPA

ASIA

AFRICA

Benin
Maicly Monotru, MA ‘03
Director, School Outreach, University of Benin
Botswana: Gaborone
Batnana Roos Wolgomo, MA ‘07
Senior Health Officer, National Health Sector, Ministry of Health and Wellness
Brazil: Brasilia
Jalma Adorno, MS ‘14
Health and Urban Development Specialist, Latin America Development Bank
Chile: Region XI: Los Lagos
Macías Fernández, MA ‘17
Director, Health and Social Development, University of La Serena

India

Gurugram: Gurgaon
Varisha, MA ‘17
Consultant, UNFPA

Japan

Kagawa: Kagawa
Mai Shira, MA ‘07
Program Officer, Health Promotion

Middle East

Iraq: Erbil
Hajer Wehbe, MA ‘11
Associate Director of Operations, United Nations Condominiums Programme
Jordan: Amman
David J. Portopoli, MA ‘02
President and Founder, CNS Institute

South America

Brazil: Brasilia
Alexandre dos Santos, MA ‘15
Consulting and Urban Development Specialist, Latin America Development Bank
Chile: Region IX: Region X
Liliana Forsyth, MA ‘17
Consultant, UNFPA

Thus, the alumni network illustrates the global reach and impact of Heller’s graduates, who are making a difference in their respective fields and communities around the world.
MALES DOMINATED THE EARLY CLASSES AT HELLER, MAKING UP 84% OF THE FIRST FIVE COHORTS.

SINCE THE 1970s ...

... HELLER’S GENDER MAKEUP HAS SHIFTED ...

... AND TODAY, ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF STUDENTS ARE FEMALE.

... BUT ALL WERE AMERICANS.

THE FIRST STUDENTS WERE REQUIRED TO “SHOW MASTERY” OF TWO FOREIGN LANGUAGES ...

TODAY, HELLER STUDENTS HAIL FROM MORE THAN 60 COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD ...

... AND A ROBUST COHORT OF RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS ALSO CONTRIBUTES TO A MULTI-LINGUAL COMMUNITY.
Deans’ Stories

STUART ALTMAN
Sol C. Chaskin Professor of National Health Policy

HELLER SCHOOL DEAN, 1977-90, 1992-95, 2005-08

When I was selected to be dean in 1977, the Heller School was in a serious situation. Much of the federal funding it received during the Great Society period was being eliminated, and many of the original faculty that had created the school had decided to retire. I was faced with a double-barreled set of problems: how to maintain a financial base for the school, and how to attract new researchers and faculty members. I am quite proud that we met those challenges.

During my tenure as dean, we expanded Heller’s research on disability policy and on children and families. We also built a major research institute in health care policy and started a new academic program: the Master’s in Management of Human Services (MMHS), now called the Social Impact MBA program. I helped create the Schneider Institutes for Health Policy so that my research could blend with that of others here at the school, and so the school could receive funding that supported researchers and students who were interested in health policy research. I think Heller came out of that period a stronger, more respected school, and I remain a leader in social policy research and education.

One area that has changed considerably is the relationship between the Heller School and the rest of Brandeis University. When Heller was formed, it was a unique, separate entity that really only trained PhD students. Its faculty had little or no relationship with the rest of the university. Today, we’re much more integrated with the university than we were when the school first started, and much of that happened during my tenure. But that relationship was also expanded by deans who took who took it even further, and I give them a lot of credit for what they did.

The problems the school focused on in the 1960s are still problems today, and I think that says something about our society. What has changed at the Heller School is that we now a major force in the international arena as well as the domestic. For example, in sustainable international development and global health policy. The problems that we focus on really are not new. Although some of the techniques are different in terms of how you deal with them, the problems are the same.

JACK P. SHONKOFF
Juliet B. Richmond FAObió Professor of Child Health and Development, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health and Harvard Graduate School of Education

Professor of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School and Boston Children’s Hospital

Director, Center on the Developing Child at Harvard University

HELLER SCHOOL DEAN, 1994-2005

My years as dean of the Heller School were a time of deep personal and professional growth. My learning curve was steep, and the relationships I developed were rich.

Heller’s public face changed in several ways during that period. We coined the tag line “Knowledge Advancing Social Justice,” and changed our name from the Florence Heller Graduate School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare to the Heller School for Social Policy and Management. We hired Bob Reich and Anita Hill, which increased our public visibility, and we rose to the No. 1 position in the U.S. News & World Report ranking of graduate schools of social policy.

During my tenure, we strengthened our signature 186 program and made significant changes in our master’s footprint. We converted our sole degree offering of a Master’s in Management of Human Services (MMHS) to an MBA, and added an MA in Sustainable International Development and an MA in International Health Policy and Management. This expansion in master’s level education diversified the student body dramatically and generated a stronger revenue base for the school. We also created a new undergraduate major in Health Science, Society and Policy (HSSP).

Perhaps the most “concrete” (pun intended) achievement associated with my time as dean was the completion of a successful fundraising campaign to construct the Irving Schneider and Family Building and renovate the existing facilities. The barriers we faced at that time were formidable, and as a starting point, not a destination. The struggle for social justice desperately needs fresh thinking and more effective strategies to achieve larger impact at scale. We must create safe spaces where constructive disagreements can be achieved, and Heller can be a place like that.

LISA M. LYNCH
Provost, Executive Vice President of Academic Affairs, Newton B. Hexter Professor of Social and Economic Policy

HELLER SCHOOL DEAN, 2008-14

When I started as dean at Heller in 2008, we were in the midst of the greatest financial crisis since the Great Depression. Across the country, there was major economic displacement and economic hardship, and all universities, including Brandeis, faced severe financial challenges.

Paradoxically, at Heller, it was a period of tremendous growth and excitement. We had upgraded and doubled our physical space with the addition of the Irving Schneider and Family Building and the
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Given Heller’s commitment to “knowledge advancing social justice,” we undertook a major strategic planning effort in 2011 and concluded that we needed to better address diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) at Heller. We developed a detailed plan for DEI engagement and worked across a wide range of areas of the school: faculty appointments, student selection, research and curriculum. While we made progress, the student demonstrations of 2013 and beyond have shown that there is still more that needs to be done in this important area.

As the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has shown us, the need for knowledge about social policy has never been greater. For me, the “special sauce” of Heller is that among its students, faculty and scientists across a wide range of areas of the school, we bring the Conflict Resolution and Coexistence (coex) program into Heller, creating new dual and joint graduate programs as more and more students decide to get a master’s degree in Heller, with other departments across the university and with other universities. Examples included bringing the Conflict Resolution and Coexistence (coex) program into Heller, establishing new dual master’s degrees such as the MPH/MDA and Sustainable International Development/coex, expanding dual MBA or MPH degree options with the Kohnen Jewish Professional Leadership program, and building dual degree programs with Tufts Medical School (360/MDA, and Master of Biomedical Sciences/MBA).

Today, former Dean Stuart Altman, who serves as director of the Schneider Institutes for Health Policy, is a leading expert on improving the U.S. health insurance system, advising five presidential administrations, from Nixon through Clinton.

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1 – and that’s just the tip of the income inequality iceberg. Heller researchers are exposing disparities across the labor market, from gig workers losing stability and protections, to workers of color receiving less pay and being clustered in lower-paying professions.

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1 – and that’s just the tip of the income inequality iceberg. Heller researchers are exposing disparities across the labor market, from gig workers losing stability and protections, to workers of color receiving less pay and being clustered in lower-paying professions.

Today, Heller researchers reveal the effects of decades of discrimination on minority groups. Recent reports show how child opportunity is lowest for black and Latino children across the country, and how black student-loan holders remain mired in debt long after white borrowers are debt-free.

Today, Heller tackles the problem of HIV/AIDS with global health expertise. Alliyala Nandakumar worked to better track health spending in countries like Kenya and Rwanda in the 1990s, and is now the chief economist at the Office of the Global AIDS Coordinator. In addition, a team of Heller researchers is embarking on a novel effort to better understand HIV risk faced by youth and women with disabilities.

Today, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay is more than 200-to-1 – and that’s just the tip of the income inequality iceberg. Heller researchers are exposing disparities across the labor market, from gig workers losing stability and protections, to workers of color receiving less pay and being clustered in lower-paying professions.

Providing HIV/AIDS expertise

Improving U.S. health policies

Revealing the effects of racial discrimination

Advancing the lives of people with disabilities

Exposing labor inequities

Heiier Policy Impact

In 1959, the earliest known human blood samples with HIV were collected from Kinshasa in the Democratic Republic of Congo. AIDS officially became a CDC-recognized epidemic in 1981.

In 1959, the U.S. was on the cusp of major social policy reform, as the early 1960s ushered in President Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society, which created Medicare and Medicaid.

In 1959, the Americans with Disabilities Act was still three decades away from being passed, and people with disabilities were regularly being institutionalized. Gunnar Dybwad, an early faculty member, became a fierce advocate for the rights of people with disabilities.

In 1959, the Civil Rights Act hadn’t yet been signed into law

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1.

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1.

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1.

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1.

In 1959, the ratio of CEO-to-worker pay was 20-to-1.
TRACKING FENTANYL IN THE DRUG SUPPLY

TRACI GREEN PUTS PUBLIC HEALTH FIRST WITH NEW SERVICES FOR USERS TO TEST THEIR DRUGS

BY BETHANY ROMANO, MBA’17

“SO MUCH OF WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FENTANYL is from autopsy reports,” lamented Traci Green, professor and director of the Opioid Policy Research Collaborative (OPRC). What is known is frightening. Last fall, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that nearly half of all overdose deaths from March 2018 to February 2019 were due to fentanyl and other synthetic opioids. These data paint a desperate picture — and an incomplete one. Green and other public health experts combine numbers from autopsy reports, crime labs, poison control centers and 911 calls, but many of these datasets aren’t available until months or years after the data are collected.

These delays are deadly. “Every single time fentanyl enters the drug supply in a new city or town, overdose rates double. They double,” says Green. “We need to know where fentanyl is entering the market today — not two years ago — if we’re going to save any lives.”

Only a fraction of police-confiscated drugs gets tested for fentanyl or other cutting agents. Most are destroyed or kept in storage — often for years — while the few samples that become evidence in criminal cases go to crime labs for testing. “There’s so many different places where we could possibly collect data, but instead, it’s on a shelf. Or it’s trash.”

“But it just so happens that epidemiologists really love trash,” she says with a grin. “Where some see trash, I see data.”

So Green and her colleagues are collecting trash — both untested drugs seized by police departments and drug packaging from active users — to test it for fentanyl and other cutting agents. They’re then providing that information in real-time to public health officials and drug users to learn about the drug supply and help keep users safe.

Green’s goal is for this real-time testing, called “drug checking,” to stabilize fentanyl fluctuations in the market and empower users to know what is going into their bodies. “That level of autonomy is afforded to all other medical patients,” she says, “so why not people with opioid use disorder?”

BRIDGING SCIENCE AND CREATIVITY

The opioid crisis began in the 1990s with prescription painkillers whose addictive qualities were underplayed or denied by their manufacturers. Many people who became addicted eventually turned to heroin, as prescription painkillers grew more difficult to acquire. Fentanyl, a synthetic opioid often used as a cutting agent in street heroin, is so potent that minuscule amounts can result in a fatal overdose. In 2017, over 70,000 people died from drug overdoses in the U.S., 28,000 of them from fentanyl and its analogues.

That same year, the Heller School founded the Opioid Policy Research Collaborative to combat this growing epidemic. Green joined the OPRC as its director in January 2020. In her career as an epidemiologist, Green helped increase access to naloxone (an overdose antidote), co-led strategic planning for the Rhode Island Governor’s Task Force on opioids and overdose, and became an expert adviser for the CDC and the High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas.

Over the last decade, she has developed deep roots in metro Boston, including critical partnerships with police departments, public health commissions and organizations focused on harm reduction for active users, like needle-exchange sites. Brinna Reilly of the Bureau of Substance Addiction Services at the Massachusetts Department of Public Health (DPH) says, “Traci and her team have national expertise in the topic of drug checking. We’ve been really honored to participate and support this emerging field.”

As a scientist, Green emphasizes the importance of creativity and interdisciplinary thinking in her work. “I think we get stuck in ruts as scientists if we stay only within our disciplines,” she says. “The surge in fentanyl overdoses really got me thinking that the tools we’re using are insufficient.”

In addition to seeking out stories from users and service providers, she pieces together stories from the data. “When I look at medical examiner cases, I try to reconstruct what happened and see opportunities for intervention. Where did
“We need to know where fentanyl is entering the market today — not two years ago — if we’re going to save any lives.” Traci Green

PRIORITIZING DRUG USER SAFETY

Drug checking is a consumer safety issue, according to Green: “With drug checking, we’re treating street drugs the same way we treat any other substance that someone consumes on a regular basis. We put public health first.”

In 2018, the Bloomberg American Health Initiative funded Green and collaborators from Johns Hopkins University and Rhode Island Hospital to determine which field-testing devices were best at detecting fentanyl in street drugs. The team partnered with police departments in Providence and Baltimore to blind test over 200 samples of confiscated drugs using three devices: an infrared spectrometer, a Raman spectrometer and simple fentanyl test strips. They determined that a two-pronged approach is best: the infrared spectrometer — which provides detailed chemical profile information — and fentanyl test strips — which are cheap, simple to use and highly sensitive to fentanyl.

“When we finished that study and got that information out, other projects started using fentanyl test strips in the U.S. But to our knowledge, none took the next step of buying some of these more expensive devices,” says Green. The devices, which are already used around the world in countries like Australia, Canada and Germany, resemble a dark metal case the size of a piece of carry-on luggage.

Green partnered with Sam Tobias, senior drug-checking technician at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, to train her team on the infrared spectrometer. “Drug checking could provide a modicum of regulation in an otherwise completely unregulated market,” notes Tobias. “For a long time, the drug market was kind of a black box. People just got what they got, and they didn’t really have answers to other questions, like, ‘What am I actually getting here?’”

The spectrometers Green uses are most frequently purchased by pharmaceutical companies to conduct quality-control testing. Each unit costs upward of $40,000. In addition to the cost and the novelty of using spectrometers on street drugs, the legal landscape is unclear at best. Each state differs, but in some states, even fentanyl test strips can be seen as drug paraphernalia.

“There’s a gray zone, frankly. With the exception of police-confiscated substances, we can’t legally hold or test drugs. So we test remain drug packages, material used, real users. It’s sometimes frustrating, because, of course, it’s best if we can test the drug before it’s used.”

Despite the convoluted legal issues, Green and her team conducted a pilot drug-checking program at Access, Harm Reduction, Overdose Prevention and Education (AHoPE), a harm reduction and needle-exchange site in the South End run by the Boston Public Health Commission. They’ve also provided drug checking on the CareZONE van, a mobile addiction-services program run by the Kraft Foundation for Community Health.

Jennifer Tracy, director of Boston Mayor Marty Walsh’s Office of Recovery Services, says, “The substance use crisis has devastating effects on individuals and families across our city. That is why the city of Boston continues to invest in providing the best and most effective harm-reduction and recovery services. We hope this technology and research will help us achieve our goal of reducing overdoses and saving lives.”

In addition to making the drug supply safer, these services reduce information lag for public health officials. “Fentanyl test strips take about five minutes, and spectrometers take about 40 seconds to scan and a few minutes for a technician to read the results. The full drug-checking experience could take about 15 minutes, start to finish, and then you have information that you can act on without anyone getting arrested or hurt,” Green says.

“This work is so innovative, but for a very simple reason,” says Constance Horgan, professor and director of Helfer’s Institute for Behavioral Health, where GPHC is housed. “Almost everybody working to counter the opioid epidemic is focused on demand-side interventions: reducing demand for prescription opioids, for illicit opioids. Traci’s drug-checking work is one of the few supply-side interventions out there.”

REACHING THE “LAST 10%” IN BOSTON AND BEYOND

Green intends to expand to provide drug-checking services in around a half-dozen communities in Boston this year. The CDC and the Massachusetts Department of Public Health are funding her team to build out drug-checking and drug-supply surveillance systems with spectrometers at multiple sites around the Bay State, including a key partnership with the New Bedford Police Department.

She is partnering with the Police Assisted Addiction and Recovery Initiative (PAARI) to distribute fentanyl test strips far and wide. “Unlike the spectrometers, test strips are inexpensive, easy to distribute and share; they can be used anywhere at any time, and they don’t require a ton of interpretation. And they’re great at detecting most of the major kinds of fentanyl, which could save lives.”

On all sides, Green is confronted with stakeholders who see the potential for drug checking to curtail the deadliest aspects of the opioid epidemic. “The overall impression we’re getting from people is that this is exciting and pretty groundbreaking, but also really frustrating that we aren’t yet able to offer these services regularly.

“Some of the providers we’re speaking with are trying to reach that last 10% of people who don’t want to come in for services. They may not be someone who injects drugs, or they may not see themselves as needing services. But maybe they went to a new dealer and their drug seemed different, and they want to make sure there’s no fentanyl in it. That person could come in for drug checking, and in addition to getting information about their drug that could be lifesaving, maybe they’ll also pick up clean syringes, get HIV tested, grab a few Narcan kits and some fentanyl test strips. This is a distribution pathway for tools that aren’t reaching other neighborhoods or spaces. And most importantly, it’s respecting the dignity of people who use drugs, and elevating their health and safety. That’s all for the better.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has turned the world upside down. Schools and universities like Brandeis have moved to online learning; friends, coworkers and families are separated through shelter-in-place orders; and health care systems are straining to cope with the surge in new patients.

Heller alumni around the globe have stepped up — including here in Massachusetts. Brenna Schneider, MBA’12, pivoted her Lawrence-based company from making athletic apparel to producing isolation gowns for health care professionals. Dr. Ihsan Kaadan, MS’16, is treating COVID-19 patients at Boston Medical Center, drawing on his hospital experience during the Syrian conflict to cope. And Audrey Etlinger Cohen, MS’07, is helping COVID-19 patients in Boston’s lowest-income community navigate the health care system and access critical community supports.

I talked to my team and board and advisors and said, “How do we respond here?” We all agreed that if we could find a way of reopening and keeping our team healthy and safe, we would do that. We looked into products that are compliant with FDA standards and that serve health care workers. That’s when we settled on isolation gowns for the medical community.

We’re just coming out of startup mode, so we’re used to pivots, but this is a big one. We’re now set up for at least half a million units per month. We’re moving our warehouse to make room to social distance.

We’re trying to respond to a critical need, but also there are risks we’re trying to mitigate. There’s no perfect way to completely protect people, so how do we prevent our company from being a place where illness is spread? That puts a lot of pressure on our team.

I’m following up with all of our patients who visited the clinic when they don’t know where else to go, so they’re showing up even with positive COVID-19 tests and severe symptoms. For example, I recently saw a man who was COVID-positive but was feeling better after two days, so he came to pick up his blood pressure medication. He didn’t understand why he needed to stay at home.

I work with our highest-risk individuals: folks with multiple substance use disorder or homelessness. During the COVID-19 crisis, I’m focusing on post-hospitalization education and connecting people with community resources. I’m following up with all of our patients who visited the emergency room, identifying our patients who have been infected, and contacting them to make sure they received and understand their results. I’m also helping to enroll patients in meal delivery services, and our pharmacy has started delivering medicines so patients can stay home while they recover. Many of our patients are unable to work remotely, have no paid sick leave and have bosses who offer little flexibility. I’m doing a lot of outreach to employers right now to ensure that employees get access to time to self-quarantine.

A lot of folks come to the clinic when they don’t know where the tests go, so they’re showing up even with positive COVID-19 tests and severe symptoms. For example, I recently saw a man who was COVID-positive but was feeling better after two days, so he came to pick up his blood pressure medication. He didn’t understand why he needed to stay at home.

For Maryse Pearce, MBA/MPP’18, program manager at Stonewall Community Foundation, the professional is also personal.

“As a queer person living and working in New York, I’m in many ways a beneficiary of the work of the foundation, she says, whether she’s attending a talk about LGBTQ history at the Brooklyn Museum or enjoying a play written by a queer immigrant.

The foundation, named for the iconic Stonewall Inn that sparked the fight for LGBTQ rights in the United States, is focused on strengthening New York City’s LGBTQ community. As program manager, Pearce oversees its grant and scholarship programs and community events as well as donor education on LGBTQ issues.

Just a year into her role, Pearce is proud to highlight grantee Out My Closet, an organization that hosts free pop-up clothing shopping opportunities for homeless queer youth and provides sexual health education. When Stonewall Community Foundation was contacted by a major clothing company with thousands of dollars’ worth of excess clothing to donate, she was able to make the connection with Out My Closet, even though it was outside of her usual scope of work.

“It’s really great to support organizations in multiple ways,” she says.

National Queer Theater is another grantee close to her heart.

“We provided one of their first grants, and the festival blew up in the best way,” she says. The summer festival featured four plays from countries where being LGBTQ is criminalized, earning a profile in The New York Times and more than 7,000 attendees. “Policy and legal advocacy is most of what I’ve done professionally, and that’s so important, but telling and celebrating our stories is just as important.”
"What’s the role for business and philanthropy in making the world a better place?"

That’s the question that’s driven Evan Hochberg, MMHS ’96, for more than two decades, as he’s led corporate social responsibility, social innovation efforts and philanthropy at large global companies and organizations.

"There’s a lot of potential in philanthropy," Pearce says. "What’s the role for business and philanthropy in making the world a better place?"

But after four years at GLAD, she was ready to make a bigger impact, and she chose to pursue dual master’s degrees in the Social Impact MBA and Master of Public Policy programs at the Heller School. At GLAD, a lot of her work had included lobbying legislators and educating GLAD’s legal team about issues the community faced, but she wanted a stronger foundation in social policy. She also wanted more expertise in nonprofit management that she hadn’t gotten from her work experience.

After graduating, she worked briefly for Terra Advisors, an economic development consulting company. Though she gained critical experience working with foundations and evaluating their programming and strategy, she found herself missing more direct advocacy work. That led her to Stonewall.

"I like about it is the ability to look at the field of LGBTQ advocacy from a bird’s-eye view, see how different strategies and organizations fit together, and how to support that."

Today, he’s president of Crown Family Philanthropies, a Chicago-based family foundation. The foundation built its wealth starting in the 1980s by creating the Material Service Corporation, and has given both locally and globally for more than 40 years.

"The family is real civic leaders in Chicago, creating opportunities for Chicagians to live better lives through education, housing and environmental efforts," says Hochberg. "In addition, the family supports social impact efforts nationally and health in sub-Saharan Africa, and has a deep commitment to the Jewish community and to Israel."

The Crown family is descended from Eastern European Jewish immigrants and is one of the largest funders of Jewish causes. (The family has supported Brandeis since the school’s founding, including establishing the Irving and Rose Crown School of Graduate Studies and the Crown Center for Middle East Studies.)

For Hochberg, who is also Jewish, it’s been a unique opportunity to think about his faith, community and social impact through the work of the foundation.

"We’re trying to figure out challenging questions: What does it mean to be Jewish in 2020? How does the Jewish community survive and thrive in the face of anti-Semitism and other threats? How might a commitment to universal social issues be approached through a lens of Jewish values?" Hochberg says.

Stepping into the family foundation role two years ago was a change for Hochberg, who previously worked at the intersection of the business and nonprofit sectors. He ran Community Wealth Partners, a social innovation consulting firm, in the late 1990s, then moved to Debiere, where he led community involvement and corporate social responsibility efforts. More recently, he served as chief strategy officer for United Way Worldwide.

Hochberg began his career working on the ground for nonprofits focused on education, youth and disabilities after graduating with a philosophy degree from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

"It was really meaningful work to me, and I wanted a career in social impact, but I know I didn’t have the fortitude to work on the front lines all my life," he says.

"Philanthropy really needs talented, committed, business-minded social impact people," he says. "I hope people can see philanthropy as a platform for living out the social change they want to see in the world."

SYDNEY SKOV, MA SID ’15, CREATES NEW DOCUMENTARY TO SHINE LIGHT ON DANCE AND DEVELOPMENT

For Sydney Skov, MA SID ’15, the connection between her lifelong passion for dance and her interest in improving the lives of vulnerable populations around the world wasn’t immediately apparent.

But that changed when she stepped into a class offered by Kolkata Sanved, an Indian NGO that empowers survivors of human trafficking and violence by teaching them dance and movement therapy.

"It’s unbelievable, the work they do," Skov says. "Many of these children don’t have other avenues for expressing themselves or feeling that kind of joy. The organization sends [dance therapy] practitioners to shelter homes, and these practitioners they hire come from the populations they work with. You can see such a stark difference between the practitioners [who have gone through Kolkata Sanved’s program] and the girls still in the shelter home: how confident they are, how they can carry on a conversation and hold eye contact.”

To highlight the organization’s work, she created a short film, “From Here to Here,” which has been screened across the country at film festivals over the past year. Now, she’s hoping it will be used in educational settings as a conversation starter about dance and development.

Her relationship with Kolkata Sanved started with her work as a volunteer after college. She hopped on a plane with just a little bit of information — and wound up staying for seven months.

“I was so inspired by them that I changed all of my plans,” she said. She turned down admission to law school when she returned to the U.S., and she pivoted to applying to programs in international development.

Skov came to Heller on the recommendation of a former colleague, and it served as “a great jumping-off point,” she says. “I loved being among bright minds who have been in the field around the world.”

While at Brandeis, Skov also connected with Cynthia Cohen, director of the Program in Peacebuilding and the Arts. “She’s a mentor and role model for me,” Skov says. “I found this place where we were actively talking about art in development in a really critical way that wasn’t just going it by lip service.”

Skow was particularly thrilled to find that guidance, because just before arriving at Heller, she had founded Free Body Project, dedicated to promoting dance as a global resource for healing and empowerment.

At Heller, it all came together. She returned to Kolkata Sanved for her second-year practicum, earning a Boren Fellowship that allowed her to spend time studying Bengali and better connect with the organization. While doing her practicum, she came up with the idea for the film, which she created through Free Body Project and alongside a team of dedicated filmmakers.
KATHY BYERS

"I was just thrilled and humbled," she says. "My parents and uncle, all social workers, were also honored in that way, so I was just so touched."

Byers, now retired, has had a long career as both a social worker and an educator. In 1997, she helped create ISP, which holds annual contests for students to propose policy ideas and hosts an annual conference and teaching institute. She served as its national chair for seven years, during which time she connected ISPs with the University of Connecticut and the Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy to launch a voter empowerment campaign partnering schools of social work with local social service agencies.

"We need competence in policy practice for all social workers, because we're the closest to understanding what clients need," she says. "What I used to tell students is that policy affects everything you can do. To say you don't care — do you know how our mental health system is structured, for example? That's policy."

Byers seemed almost destined for a career in social work. With a family steeped in the tradition, she sought out a graduate program that was the right fit.

"I was interested in city planning at the time, but because it was the 1960s, I was also interested in social justice and social work," she says. "The Heller School had just started offering a master's in social work, which led Byers to the program in 1968."

Her focus was community organizing, which became more than a classroom lesson when she participated in the Ford Hall 1969 protests at Brandeis. She took those skills and helped in organizing a general strike in Boston against the Vietnam War, delaying her final project until 1971.

She spent the first part of her career after Heller working for the Developmental Training Center connected to Indiana University (IU), offering services for children with disabilities and interdisciplinary education for IU students. In addition to being a social worker and administrator for the program, she also taught part time at IU.

After 10 years, Byers realized she wanted to pursue teaching full time. She earned a doctorate in educational psychology in 1983 and began her academic career, spending much of it leading IU's bachelor's in social work program.

She advises today's Heller students to find advocacy groups for policy issues they care about.

"You can't really influence policy all by yourself, but if you're working with a group that has a strategy, that has a plan, that's a good place to start," she says. "Following your passion is important."

KATHY BYERS, MSW '71, HONORED AS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORK PIONEER

Last fall, Kathy Byers, MSW '71, was recognized as a Social Work Pioneer by the National Association of Social Workers Foundation for her work as a founding member of Influencing Social Policy (ISP). The organization aims to increase social workers' influence on policy at the local, state and federal levels.

"I was just thrilled and humbled," she says. "My parents and uncle, all social workers, were also honored in that way, so I was just so touched."

Determined to stay in India, she applied for a Fulbright Award, which funded her team's initial work on the documentary after she graduated from Heller.

Today, she continues to lead Free Body Project by organizing conferences for dancers and development practitioners, and promoting the film while balancing a career as a U.S. foreign service officer in Chennai, India.

"Dance and social justice — nobody speaks about it as a field," she says. Skips it: "It blows my mind that this work isn't done more. There are huge international NGOs that do classical music with kids, for example, but a violin is thousands of dollars. Why doesn't dance have a place in this field? Every culture has a dance form. You can walk into any space and teach a dance class for free — there's massive potential."